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1Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California; and 2Behavioural Neurophysiology, Max Planck
Institute for Medical Research, Heidelberg, GermanyABSTRACT Nanoscale devices have been proposed as tools for measuring and controlling intracellular activity by providing
electrical and/or chemical access to the cytosol. Unfortunately, nanostructures with diameters of 50–500 nm do not readily pene-
trate the cell membrane, and rationally optimizing nanoprobes for cell penetration requires real-time characterization methods
that are capable of following the process of membrane penetration with nanometer resolution. Although extensive work has
examined the rupture of supported synthetic lipid bilayers, little is known about the applicability of these model systems to living
cell membranes with complex lipid compositions, cytoskeletal attachment, and membrane proteins. Here, we describe atomic
force microscopy (AFM) membrane penetration experiments in two parallel systems: live HEK293 cells and stacks of synthetic
lipid bilayers. By using the same probes in both systems, we were able to clearly identify membrane penetration in synthetic
bilayers and compare these events with putative membrane penetration events in cells. We examined membrane penetration
forces for three tip geometries and 18 chemical modifications of the probe surface, and in all cases the median forces required to
penetrate cellular and synthetic lipid bilayers with nanoprobes were greater than 1 nN. The penetration force was sensitive to the
probe’s sharpness, but not its surface chemistry, and the force did not depend on cell surface or cytoskeletal properties, with
cells and lipid stacks yielding similar forces. This systematic assessment of penetration under various mechanical and chemical
conditions provides insights into nanoprobe-cell interactions and informs the design of future intracellular nanoprobes.INTRODUCTIONMany cellular studies involve the measurement and manipu-
lation of intracellular activity, but directly accessing the cyto-
plasm of an intact cell remains an experimental challenge.
Nanofabricated devices, including nanostraws (1–3), nano-
wires (4–7), nanoneedles (8–12), and nanoelectrodes (13–
22), are increasingly being investigated as tools for cellular
studies, but these structures do not readily insert through
the cell membrane (2–5,13,23), and assessing when (or
whether) penetration has occurred is difficult due to the
nanoscale features of the probe-membrane interface. To
design cell-penetrating nanoprobes, a systematic approach
is needed to describe nanostructure-membrane interactions
at relevant temporal and spatial scales, particularly the pro-
cesses of nanoprobe insertion through (3,8–13,15,18,24,25)
or fusion with (14,16,19,26–28) the plasma membrane.
During plasma membrane penetration, a nanoprobe tra-
verses the 5-nm-thick lipid bilayer in<1 ms (29). Character-
izing this process therefore requires a combined spatial and
temporal resolution that is afforded by few techniques. Elec-
tron microscopy (EM) has sufficient spatial resolution to im-
age membrane penetration (4,5,21), but it cannot temporallySubmitted July 2, 2014, and accepted for publication September 16, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/11/2091/10 $2.00resolve the penetration process, and artifacts associated with
EM sample preparation, such as changes in extracellular
space and membrane breakage (30,31), complicate the inter-
pretation of EM images of cell-nanostructure interfaces (32).
Electrical measurements, by contrast, canmeasure fast (1ms)
processes, but they cannot resolve the nanoscale geometry of
the nanoprobe-membrane interface, and multiple configura-
tions can lead to similar recording properties. For instance,
recording low-frequency changes in the transmembrane po-
tential can indicate direct cytosolic access (13,17), but such
changes are also observable using extracellular recordings
by metal microelectrodes (33,34) or patch pipettes (35)
that have sealed very tightly to the cell membrane.
Mechanical measurements using atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) can directly detect nanoprobe penetration
through lipid membranes with microsecond, subnanometer
resolution and have the advantage of reporting not only
the occurrence of membrane penetration but also the
mechanical force preceding it (36). AFM has been used to
study the penetration of synthetic lipid bilayers (26–
28,36–45) and live cells (9–12,24,29,46,47) by nanoprobes,
but the reported membrane penetration forces range from
<1 nN to >20 nN (12,29), and the variety of probe types,
lipids, and other experimental variables make comparisons
across studies difficult.
The physics of membrane penetration by AFM nanop-
robes has been much more extensively studied in synthetic
lipid systems (reviewed in Butt et al. (36)) than in live cells.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.09.023
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FIGURE 1 Scanning electron micrographs showing the three tip geome-
tries of AFM cantilever tips: (a) nanoneedle tip, (b) sharp pyramidal tip, and
(c) flat pyramidal tip. (d) After contact with the sample, further piezo exten-
sion results in the deflection of the cantilever and the application of force
through the cantilever tip to the sample. Membrane penetration results in
force relaxation. (e) During membrane penetration, the tip advances toward
the glass substrate by the thickness of the membrane (~5 nm). A schematic
lipid bilayer indicates the thickness of the compressed membranes. To see
this figure in color, go online.
2092 Angle et al.One reason for this is the additional difficulty of interpreting
AFM measurements in cells: whereas synthetic lipid sys-
tems contain only laminar lipid structures, cellular architec-
ture includes additional structural components that can
move, stretch, and break under force. To perform rigorous
cell-penetration studies, therefore, it is critical to establish
consistent criteria to distinguish membrane penetration
events from other force-relaxation events that may occur
while a cell is being indented. Comparing results between
synthetic and cellular penetration experiments would pro-
vide the best criteria, but previous experiments in these
two disparate systems have too many other experimental
variables to allow for direct comparisons.
To enable direct comparisons between systems, we per-
formed a series of AFM measurements in which each indi-
vidual probe was tested on both live cells and stacks of tens
to hundreds of synthetic lipid bilayers. In lipid stacks, which
have been described elsewhere (26–28,48), neighboring
lipid bilayers are spaced only by aqueous buffer, so they
more closely resemble suspended lipid bilayers than do
solid-supported lipid bilayers. To separate lipid bilayer
penetration from other force-relaxation events, we used
the breakthrough signatures in synthetic lipid stacks as a
template for detecting penetration events in cells. Because
synthetic and cellular bilayers differ considerably in their
structure and composition, we also chose an intermediate
system for comparison: cells whose cytoskeleton was chem-
ically disrupted by cytochalasin D (10). Such cells have
intact cell surfaces and native membrane composition, but
no underlying cortical cytoskeleton to provide rigidity to
the plasma membrane.
In these three lipid systems, we assessed the role of two
factors that are thought to be important for membrane pene-
tration: tip geometry (3,11,23) and surface chemistry
(13,25,27,43). We assessed the role of nanoprobe geometry
in lipid membrane penetration by using three types of
nanoprobes: slender nanoneedles (11) (Fig. 1 a), sharp pyr-
amids (29) (Fig. 1 b), and flat pyramids (Fig. 1 c). The nano-
needle geometry was selected based on work by Miyake and
colleagues (8–12), who used the probes for cellular studies,
but not in synthetic lipid bilayers. The sharp pyramids were
similar to those used previously in both cell-penetration
experiments (24,29) and synthetic bilayer experiments
(36–44). The flat pyramids were chosen for direct compari-
son with the sharp pyramids to assess the importance of
probe sharpness. Previous studies in supported lipid bilayers
found that hydrophobic tips penetrate at lower forces than
do hydrophilic ones (43). Metal nanoelectrodes (13) and mi-
cropipettes (25) also penetrate lipid bilayers more readily
after hydrophobic modification. To further assess the role
of probe surface chemistry in membrane penetration, we
selected 18 different molecules with a range of different
chemical properties and attached them to the nanoprobes
by gold-thiol chemistry. These probes were also used to
penetrate lipid stacks and live cells. Notably, in this screen,Biophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100we selected several peptides for their known interactions
with the membrane, including several cell-penetrating pep-
tides (49–52) and pore-forming peptides (53–55). Testing
the effects of geometry and surface chemistry in parallel
synthetic and cellular systems further allowed us to infer
which effects were specific to the lipid bilayer and which
were specific to interactions with other cellular components.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
All chemicals, including cytochalasin D and small-molecule functionaliza-
tion compounds,were purchased fromSigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,MO) unless
otherwise noted. POPC was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
AL). Benzophenone silane was synthesized as follows: benzophenone-4-
carboxylic acid and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide were reacted to form the
corresponding anhydride, followed by thermal reaction with cysteamine,
yielding C6H5-CO-C6H4-CO-NH-CH2-CH2-SH. Peptides were synthe-
sized by Genscript USA (Piscataway, NJ). Details of the 18 molecules used
for functionalization can be found in Table S1 of the Supporting Material.Nanoprobe fabrication and chemical
functionalization
Contact-mode silicon SHOCON AFM tips with spring constants k ¼ 0.1–
1 N/m were purchased from AppNano (Mountain View, CA). Tips with
three different shapes (nanoneedle, sharp pyramid, and flat pyramid)
were used. For nanoneedle-shaped tips, the original pyramidal tip was
Penetration of Lipid Bilayers by Nanoprobes 2093milled by a focused ion beam (FIB) system (Helios NanoLab 600i; FEI,
Hillsboro, OR) to a needle shape of ~10 mm in height with a spherical tip
of 50–150 nm radius and base of ~1 mm radius. For sharp-pyramid-shaped
tips, the original tip out of the package was used directly without modifica-
tion by FIB. For flat-pyramid-shaped tips, the sharp tip apex was cut off
from the side using FIB to leave a flat tip of ~150 nm radius.
To generate the Au surface for chemical functionalization, all tips were
metalized with 5 nmCr and 5–10 nmAu using sputter coating (custom-built
system; Stanford Nanofabrication Facility). Before functionalization, the
tips were first cleaned by oxygen plasma (Structure Probe) for 5–10 min
to remove carbonaceous contamination. Small-molecule functionalization
solutions were prepared in pure ethanol, and peptides were prepared in
95% ethanol/5% DMSO (% by volume). Some peptides were cofunctional-
ized with mercaptopropanol as a competitor to lower the surface density
(see Table S1). For each treatment, three to five tips were submerged in
the same chemical solution and incubated overnight. The functionalized
tips were rinsed with pure ethanol, dried, and kept in air until use. All
tips were used in the AFM experiments within 3 days of functionalization
(storage at 20C), generally within 6 h. All functionalization reagents were
verified to form monolayers on gold by either XPS or contact angle mea-
surements on macroscopic gold substrates.Lipid stack and cell samples
To prepare the lipid stacks, a drop of 90% 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (POPC)/10% cholesterol (% by weight) dissolved in
chloroform at ~1 mg/mL was dried on a cleaned glass coverslip by a jet
of nitrogen and left overnight under vacuum. The lipids were then smeared
and thinned by a Teflon spatula and rehydrated in PBS for 2–4 h before use.
Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with 5% CO2 at 37
C until they were
50–80% confluent. Cytochalasin D-treated cells were incubated with
17 mM of cytochalasin D (8.3 mg/ml) at room temperature for at least
20 min before measurement. For all experiments, the live cells were
measured in their original culture media at room temperature for <2 h.Force-testing experiments in AFM
Experiments were performed on an atomic force microscope (MFP-3D;
Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) set up on an inverted optical micro-
scope. The spring constants and optical sensitivities of the AFM tips were
calibrated in situ in the same medium as the sample using a thermal method
(56). An AFM tip was positioned above a target cell or stack as confirmed
by the optical microscope. In each force-testing experiment, the tip was
moved by extension of the Z-piezo scanner at a rate of 300 nm/s. The force
was loaded up onto the sample as the tip advanced. This force relaxed tran-
siently when a penetration occurred (Fig. 1 d) or when some other structural
frustration was overcome. Penetration events corresponded to advance-
ments of the tip toward the substrate in discrete steps of ~5 nm
(Fig. 1 e). More rarely, the two leaflets of the bilayer failed separately
and could be distinguished as two successive ~2.5 nm events. The tip even-
tually penetrated through the whole sample and arrived at the glass substrate
underneath the sample. The force continued to increase as the tip pushed
against the substrate until a predetermined force limit was reached and
the tip was retracted from the sample. Force (spring constant  cantilever
deflection) and Z-piezo scanner extension were acquired at 50 kHz for all
experiments and low-pass filtered to 1 kHz for display in figures. For
each tip, three to 10 force-testing experiments were repeated on both cells
and lipid stacks. Experiments could be repeatedly performed on the same
stack without changing the X-Y position and yielded indistinguishable re-
sults, implying that the lamellae quickly resealed following complete tip
retraction. Cell penetration was performed on each cell only once, meaning
that each tip penetrated at least three different cells. Upon retraction from
the stack or cell, membrane tethers were often observed for all probe typesregardless of geometry or surface chemistry. These tethers were always
broken before resuming experiments.Data analysis and statistics
Penetration events were automatically detected and manually confirmed
using custom analysis procedures developed in Igor Pro 6.32 (Wavemetrics
Portland, OR). To test the statistical differences in penetration forces,
we looked at the logarithmic distribution of all the forces of first break-
through for each sample. When two distributions were lognormally
distributed (Lilliefors test, p > 0.1 (57)), they were compared by Student’s
t-test. Otherwise, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (57), which compares
the cumulative probability distributions and is sensitive to differences
in both the mean and shape of the two distributions, was used. For the
specific case of the nanoneedle tips, where the same eight tips were used
in three different lipid types, pairwise percentage differences were
computed for the median breakthrough forces of a given tip in the three
samples (synthetic lipid stacks, cytochalasin D-treated cells, and untreated
cells). These pairwise differences (n ¼ 8 for each) were normally distrib-
uted (Lilliefors test, p > 0.1) and were appropriately compared using a
paired t-test.RESULTS
In our first set of experiments, we evaluated membrane
penetration by nanoneedle-shaped probes. Standard con-
tact-mode AFM tips were modified by FIB milling (11) to
adopt the shape of a slender nanoneedle with a tip apex
of ~300 nm in diameter (Fig. 1 a). After FIB milling, these
tips were then mounted onto a piezo-controlled AFM stage
located above a petri dish containing either lipid bilayer
stacks (Fig. 2) or live HEK293 cells (Fig. 3).
To confidently define the criteria for membrane-penetra-
tion events, we performed experiments in stacks of synthetic
lipid bilayers (Fig. 2), which were formed by hydrating a
cake of dried lipid in PBS (26–28). This preparation resulted
in stacks of uniformly spaced bilayers that were tens to hun-
dreds of micrometers in diameter and ~200 bilayers thick,
with stack thickness having no effect on penetration force
(see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material for details on lipid
stacks).
We inserted the nanoprobe into the lipid stacks by
advancing the Z-piezo scanner at a constant speed and re-
tracted it when it reached a predetermined force limit, which
was set sufficiently high (R80 nN) to ensure that all mem-
branes under the tip were ruptured before the experiment
was ended. The cantilever deflection (proportional to the
force applied to the lipid membrane) and tip position rela-
tive to the glass substrate were acquired and analyzed to
determine when a membrane penetration had occurred. As
previously reported in studies using lipid stacks (26–28),
membrane penetration appeared as discrete advances in tip
position relative to the substrate of either 5 nm (the thick-
ness of a single bilayer) or multiples of 5 nm, which we
interpret to be rapid successive membrane breakthroughs
(Fig. 2 a). This was accompanied by a relaxation of canti-
lever deflection/force (Fig. 2 b). Importantly, the only struc-
tural features available to rupture in this system were theBiophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100
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FIGURE 2 Lipid bilayer stack penetration. (a) Representative plot of the
tip movement toward the glass substrate as the lipid stack compresses and is
penetrated (first penetration indicated by a red line). Zoom: during penetra-
tion, the tip advances 5 nm, the distance of a single bilayer. The tip move-
ment that occurs between penetration events is compression of the entire
stack. The inset shows only five of the hundreds of penetration events
that occurred in this experiment. (b) Force applied to the sample. As the
Z-piezo scanner extends, it pushes the cantilever forward. When the tip
encounters the substrate, it begins to deflect, and force mounts on the
sample. Membrane penetration relaxes the force on the cantilever, causing
a saw-tooth deflection signal as hundreds of membranes are penetrated.
Zoom: the same five breakthrough events shown in panel a. The red line
indicating first penetration also shows the force at which penetration has
occurred. (c) Probability histogram of the force of first breakthrough
(n ¼ 60). To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 3 Cell membrane penetration. Representative plots of the tip
movement toward the glass substrate when the tip was above the periphery
(a) or the nucleus (b) of an untreated cell. Zoom-ins show two and six pene-
tration events, respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.
2094 Angle et al.membrane lamellae themselves, which allowed us to attri-
bute discrete jumps in tip position to lipid bilayer ruptures.
We repeated this experiment using eight different nano-
needle-shaped probes, for a total of 60 experiments. For
each experiment, the force observed just before the rupture
of the topmost bilayer in the stack was noted. The force pre-
ceding the first penetration event was deemed particularly
important because in cellular studies the first membrane
penetration provides access to the cytoplasm. To make the
comparison most direct, only the first penetration event in
the lipid stacks was used to calculate the penetration force,
although a comparison of the first and second breakthroughs
in all stacks revealed no difference between the topmost
bilayer and the one directly underlying it (Fig S1). Pooling
all 60 experiments yielded amedian force of the first penetra-Biophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100tion equal to 6.7 nN, with the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quar-
tiles being 4.3 nN and 11.4 nN, respectively. A histogram of
all first penetration forces in lipid stacks is shown in Fig. 2 c.
After observing unambiguous membrane-penetration
events in the synthetic system, we next performed the
same penetration experiments in live HEK293 cells, using
the same set of probes previously used on the stacks
(Fig. 3). HEK293 cells were specifically chosen for compa-
rability with previous studies (10,11). We observed that dur-
ing indentation, the cells were so compliant that they were
easily compressed with <1 nN of applied force. The
compression leading up to the first penetration event appar-
ently expelled most of the cytoplasmic material from the
area of the cell directly underneath the probe, because by
the time of penetration, the distance between the tip and
glass substrate was roughly the combined thickness of the
compacted bilayers (Fig. 3). We interpret this to mean that
the cytoskeletal elements and smaller organelles can be
pushed away from the tip during indentation, resulting in
a tightly packed stack of membranes that is similar to the
synthetic lipid stacks. The first penetration event was recog-
nizable as an abrupt 5 nm probe advancement and occurred
when the applied force reached roughly 10 nN (median:
11.2 nN; Q1: 8.3 nN; Q3: 21.7 nN; n ¼ 87). After the first
penetration event, subsequent penetrations often occurred
in rapid succession, leading to tip displacements occurring
in clear multiples of 5 nm (Fig. 3).
To assess the influence of the actin cytoskeleton, which
was found by others to be necessary for membrane penetra-
tion at low force (10), we also performed the same penetra-
tion experiments using the same eight probes on HEK cells
whose cytoskeletons were disrupted by treatment with cyto-
chalasin D. We found that the penetration forces were
similar to the untreated cells (median: 11.6 nN; Q1:
6.8 nN; Q3: 20.3 nN; n ¼ 63). A histogram of all first pene-
tration forces for both untreated and treated cells is shown
in Fig. 4 a.
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FIGURE 4 Characterization of cell membrane penetration with and
without the presence of actin cytoskeleton. (a) Probability histogram of
the force of first breakthrough in untreated HEK cells (n ¼ 87) and in cyto-
chalasin D-treated HEK cells (n¼ 63). (b) Probability histogram of the total
breakthrough number for untreated and cytochalasin D-treated HEK cells.
To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 5 Force relaxation events and corresponding change in tip
position in low- and high-force regimes. Top row: force curve for a repre-
sentative penetration experiment in an untreated HEK cell. Bottom row:
corresponding tip movement relative to glass. Middle column: low-force re-
gion showing several small force relaxation events with little change in tip
position (baseline tip trajectory subtracted for display). Right column: high-
force region showing six 5 nm penetration events for a total of 30 nm tip
displacement. To see this figure in color, go online.
Penetration of Lipid Bilayers by Nanoprobes 2095Given the complexity of cells, we looked for a way to
verify that we were correctly detecting penetration events.
Since cellular membranes are closed lipid systems, we
know that when a cell is compressed between the probe
and glass substrate, the resulting stack of lipid bilayers
will have a number of lamellae that is twice the number
of intact membranes. In this arrangement, after the cell is
completely penetrated and the tip is in contact with the glass
substrate, the pinned bilayers should fail independently and
the number of detected penetrations should be equal to the
number of lamellae. We largely confirmed this assumption
by counting the total number of 5-nm-advancement events
in cells (Fig. 4 b). We found a much higher probability of
even-numbered events: 86% and 75% of experiments had
an even number of events in treated and untreated cells,
respectively, excluding two experiments in which multiple
cells were penetrated (i.e., more than 12 breakthroughs
occurred). Interestingly, experiments performed at the cen-
ter of the cell often resulted in six membrane-penetration
events, as compared with only two events on the periphery
of the cell, with the four additional events suggesting pene-
tration of the double-membrane structure of the nuclear
membrane.
We can propose two possible interpretations for experi-
ments with odd numbers of events: 1), early retraction of
nanoprobes before all lipid membranes were penetrated;and/or 2), undetected low-force penetration events in the
regime of <1 nN. Therefore, we closely examined the
force-displacement curve for each experiment, noting any
sudden deviations from smooth deformation, and then
looked at the corresponding record of the tip trajectory as
a function of time. We found that events that occurred at
forces of <1 nN did not resemble penetration events
observed on lipid stacks or in high-force regimes in cells,
in that they had slow dynamics and often short distances
of probe advancement (Fig. 5). These events were
commonly found in cases where the number of unambigu-
ous membrane breakthroughs was already even, as in
Fig. 5, and they were more prevalent in untreated cells, sug-
gesting that such events were cytoskeletal in origin.
To further assess the differences in penetration force
among the three lipid systems, we employed two statistical
analyses. First, to properly treat probe-to-probe variations,
we compared the median penetration forces of different
lipid systems measured by the same nanoprobe pairwise
(i.e., untreated versus treated cells, untreated cells versus
stacks, and treated cells versus stacks). For each probe,
the relative difference between median penetration forces
was calculated using Eq. 1:
% difference ¼

FA  FB
FA þ FB

 100% (1)
where A and B refer to any two of the three lipid systems.
Paired t-tests of the relative differences of all eight probes
revealed no significant difference among different lipidBiophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100
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FIGURE 7 Effect of tip geometry on penetration force. (a) Probability
histogram of first breakthrough forces in cells for flat and sharp tips. (b)
Probability histogram of first breakthrough forces in lipid bilayer stacks
for flat and sharp tips. To see this figure in color, go online.
2096 Angle et al.systems (p > 0.05 for all cases; Fig. 6 a). For the second
analysis, we adopted the nonparametric KS test (57) to
compare the overall distribution of penetration forces on
different lipid systems pooled from all eight probes
(Fig. 6 b). Since the KS test was sensitive to the profile of
the distribution in addition to the central value, it showed
that the distribution of breakthrough forces for the stacks
was significantly different from that of either the untreated
or treated cells (p ¼ 0.0024 and 0.0002, respectively).
The similar median penetration forces across systems
suggest that the lipid bilayer itself is the key structural
element that must be disrupted for cell penetration, since
the forces are not sensitive to the exact membrane composi-
tion, presence of extracellular glycoproteins, or underlying
actin cytoskeletal structure. However, subtle differences be-
tween stacks and cells as detected by the KS test suggest that
composition variation may still play some secondary role in
membrane penetration.
After specifically investigating the membrane penetration
force for high-aspect-ratio nanoneedles, we next sought to
determine the importance of two factors in penetration
forces: probe sharpness (Fig. 7) and surface chemistry
(Fig. 8). Given the previous observation that treated and un-
treated cells behaved identically, to reduce the number of
nonpenetration events in cells and thus simplify our anal-
ysis, we conducted all of the remaining experiments in cyto-
chalasin D-treated cells and lipid bilayers. To assess the-200%
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FIGURE 6 Comparing breakthrough forces between bilayer types. (a)
Pairwise differences between median breakthrough forces in stacks, un-
treated HEK cells, and cytochalasin D-treated HEK cells. Each point repre-
sents the median breakthrough force from all experiments done with a
different nanoneedle probe. Boxplots represent median and quartiles of
median breakthrough forces from the eight probes. No significant differ-
ence was found by paired t-test between the mean of medians for any
two bilayer types. (b) Cumulative probability histogram for all break-
through forces and KS test. The untreated and cytochalasin D-treated cells
are statistically indistinguishable from one another (Ne¼ 35.6, D¼ 0.1434,
p ¼ 0.41). The lipid stacks differed from both the untreated cells (Ne ¼
35.5, D ¼ 0.3778, p ¼ 0.0024) and treated cells (Ne ¼ 30.7, D ¼
0.3006, p ¼ 0.0002). To see this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100effect of probe sharpness, we performed penetration exper-
iments using unmodified pyramidal AFM tips with a tip
diameter of <25 nm (Fig. 1 b, referred to as sharp tip)
and FIB-flattened tips with a 300 nm tip diameter
(Fig. 1 c, flat tip). In these experiments, tip surface proper-
ties were also controlled by chemical functionalization with
a hydrophilic thiol (mercaptopropanol), which was used to
prevent nonspecific adsorption of material to the probe sur-
face. The five flat tips had a significantly higher median
breakthrough force than the four sharp tips in both cells
and stacks (p < 0.005, unpaired t-test). In cells (Fig. 7 a),
the flat tips had a median force of first penetration of 21.2
nN (n ¼ 33), whereas the median for sharp tips was 11.8
nN (n ¼ 19). In lipid stacks (Fig. 7 b), the median force
was 27.2 nN for flat tips (n ¼ 30) and 5.21 nN (n ¼ 32)
for sharp tips. Although sharp nanoprobes penetrated more
easily than flat-tipped probes, none of the tips tested were
able to penetrate membranes with <1 nN applied force.
This magnitude has some relevance to nanowire arrays, sug-
gesting that the forces of cellular adhesion alone are
unlikely to result in spontaneous penetration by similarly
sized nanostructures (23).
Finally, to test the role of probe surface chemistry in
membrane penetration, we compared the penetration forces
on treated cells and lipid stacks by a set of probes with
controlled geometry (FIB-milled, flat, 300 nm diameter)
and different chemical functionalization. Use of the FIB
allowed for more reproducible tip shapes compared with
those supplied commercially, thus minimizing variability
in penetration force not due to surface chemistry. The
300 nm diameter is also comparable in size to several
nanoprobes used in cellular studies (1,4,13,17,21). Eighteen
molecules, ranging from hydrophilic to hydrophobic and
including several known membrane-interacting peptides,
such as melittin (54), TAT (51), penetratin (50), and MAP
(52), were used. As summarized in Fig. 8, the treatments
were ordered (increasing from top to bottom) by their
median forces in cytochalasin D-treated cells. Surprisingly,
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Penetration of Lipid Bilayers by Nanoprobes 2097we observed no obvious correlation between hydrophobicity
and membrane-penetration force, and none of the mem-
brane-interacting peptide sequences (49–55,58) had a
discernible effect on membrane-penetration force. No treat-
ments resulted in a median cell-penetration force that was
statistically significantly different from the hydrophilic
control, mercaptoethanol (p > 0.05, KS test). The only
molecule that showed different behavior from the others
was a synthetic oligomer with alternating hydrophobic and
cationic stretches (dinitrophenol-polyethyleneglycol-sper-
mine; see Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material). Its median
breakthrough force ranked lowest on cells (14 nN) but
was relatively high in stacks (56 nN), where it differed
significantly from the mercaptopropanol control (KS test,
p¼ 8 108). In all, surface chemistry seemed to have little
influence on the penetration forces of flat tips. Whether
these chemical modifications could lower penetration forces
for probes of other geometries or whether specific patterning
of the functionalization would affect penetration forces re-
mains a topic for further investigations.DISCUSSION
In this work, we performed paired AFMmembrane-penetra-
tion experiments in synthetic lipid bilayer stacks and live
cells. A key finding of this combined study is the confirma-
tion that the AFM signature for lipid bilayer rupture isexactly the same in both systems, appearing as discrete
events in which the probe advances in multiples of 5 nm.
Further, the median breakthrough forces in synthetic and
cellular membranes are largely the same (5–20 nN) across
a wide range of tip conditions. This result is a strong indica-
tor that the limiting factor for probe insertion into a cell is
the rupture of the lipid bilayer itself, and not any other
cell-specific component of the membrane (i.e., cortical cyto-
skeleton or glycocalyx).
We specifically tested the hypothesis that the force required
to penetrate the plasma membrane with nanoprobes is
affected by the presence of the actin cytoskeleton. We found
no evidence of such an effect, with cytochalasin D-treated
HEK cells being statistically indistinguishable from un-
treated HEK cells. This result seemingly differs from a
report by Kagiwada et al. (10), who found that cytochalasin
D-treated cells and liposomesweremore difficult to penetrate
than untreated cells. It should be noted that in that study, the
authors stopped the penetration experiment at low force after
indenting the membrane only slightly, instead of increasing
the force to see at what point penetration would have
occurred. We have found that live cells tend to compress
without membrane rupture until they reach a point where
all nonmembranous material has been expelled from the re-
gion under the tip and the cell is only tens of nanometers thick.
The lack of membrane penetration in liposomes and cyto-
chalasin D-treated cells in the study by Kagiwada et al. (10)Biophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100
2098 Angle et al.is explained by the high forces we measured for membrane
penetration. However, the observations by several groups
(9–12) of membrane penetration in untreated cells at sub-
nano-Newton forces are more difficult to reconcile with
our results. One possibility, given the similarity between
previously published penetration events (11,12) and some
of the demonstrable nonpenetration events in our data set
(Fig. 4), is that a portion of the low-force penetrations re-
ported elsewhere are in fact not membrane-related. These
small cantilever deflections may be caused by cytoskeletal
failures, consistent with their reported disappearance after
cytochalasin D treatment and the fact that they are never
observed in liposomes (10). Other independent evidence
for low-force penetration, namely, molecular delivery
(8,9), supports the interpretation that low-force cantilever
deflections represent bona fide membrane penetrations, but
this indirect evidence must be tempered by recent findings
suggesting that molecular delivery by nanowires may be
penetration independent (4,5).
The forces we report for live-cell membrane penetration
by sharp pyramidal tips are comparable to those reported
by Hategan et al. (29) and Guillaume-Gentil et al. (24),
who confirmed penetration of the plasma membrane and
nuclear envelope by fluidic delivery of molecules to the
nucleus using a hollow AFM tip. The penetration forces
we report for flat tips in lipid bilayer stacks are also consis-
tent with other studies performed in lipid bilayer stacks
using similar structures (26–28). Not surprisingly, our re-
sults indicate that the force required to penetrate cells
with sharp nanoprobes (<25 nm diameter) is lower than
that required for flat-tip probes. Since penetration is caused
by local pressure and not total force, it follows that sharper
probes should enter the cell at lower force, as they apply
greater pressure for the same applied force. Moreover,
probes with a diameter of <100 nm can introduce signifi-
cant bending energy into the contacted lipid bilayer, which
also increases the likelihood of penetration (23). Our results
agree with this assumption, but the difference in penetration
force is not as great as one might expect by simply
comparing the differences in area between the sharp and
flat probes, which would predict a ~100-fold pressure differ-
ence. We observe only a 2- to 5-fold change in breakthrough
force, which may be attributable to the fact that the faces of
the flat tips are not perfectly parallel to the glass during
compression. This could result in edge-on contact with the
lipid bilayer, where the radius of curvature is ~50 nm for
most tips.
Finally, because we and others previously found that the
chemistry of the probe surface plays an important role in
modulating its interactions with the lipid membranes
(13,25,27,43), we had hypothesized that the membrane
penetration force would be affected by probe surface chem-
istry. Instead, we found that the membrane was equally resil-
ient to both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, and that
none of the 18 chemical functionalizations we tested wereBiophysical Journal 107(9) 2091–2100able to lower the breakthrough force in cells or stacks. Sur-
prisingly, we found that none of the membrane-inserting
peptides or peptides derived from protein transmembrane
domains could sufficiently destabilize the membrane to
allow for lower-force penetration. One possible explanation
for the lack of variability between probe treatments despite
the very different chemical properties is that the probe tip
may quickly become coated in lipids, as was hypothesized
in previous studies involving AFM experiments in sup-
ported lipid bilayers (59). We did not observe a change in
penetration force over the course of successive penetrations,
but we cannot exclude the possibility that the tip surface be-
comes coated by free lipid or other biological molecules
before the first penetration.
Another possible caveat to the chemical functionalization
experiments is that they were performed at a fixed rate of
piezo extension (300 nm/s) rather than a fixed force-loading
rate, and the cell membranes were usually compressed with
very little space between them before membrane failure
occurred. This means that the force-loading rate was often
very high at the time of penetration (30–150 nN/s). It is
possible that some lipid rearrangements, peptide conforma-
tional changes, and other processes that would ultimately
lower the energy barrier to membrane failure occur at a
rate that is slow relative to this loading rate. To fully inves-
tigate the potential of chemical functionalization to facili-
tate membrane penetration, it will be necessary to probe
longer timescales (i.e., slower loading rates), which would
allow for more dramatic molecular reorganization at the
nanoprobe-lipid interface. Extending our current experi-
mental design to different loading rates (40,45) should
also allow us to explore the energetics of membrane penetra-
tion and predict the failure rates under very small static
forces, such as those experienced by cells growing on a
nanowire array (2).CONCLUSIONS
We have confirmed that membrane penetration is highly
comparable between synthetic lipid bilayers and live cells,
and that the forces required to achieve membrane penetra-
tion range from 5 to 20 nN depending on the sharpness of
the probe. In cells, this force is not appreciably influenced
by the actin cytoskeleton. These findings suggest that
nanoprobe penetration of lipid membranes is remarkably
insensitive to membrane composition and cellular compo-
nents. We also note that cell penetration by nanoprobes re-
quires an amount of applied force that is large relative to
cellular forces (23). Based on recent findings by Hanson
et al. (4) and Mumm et al. (5) that nanowires rarely (if
ever) spontaneously penetrate cells, and our own findings
regarding the low probability of nanostraw penetration (3),
a consensus is beginning to emerge that simply making a
probe nanoscale will not ensure its easy insertion into the
plasma membrane. Nor, for that matter, would any of the
Penetration of Lipid Bilayers by Nanoprobes 209918 different, widely varying chemical functionalizations we
tested, which surprisingly had no effect on membrane-pene-
tration force in cells. Therefore, future intracellular devices
in the size range of 25–250 nm will need to be designed to
interact more specifically with the cell membrane if they are
to achieve low-force entry into cells.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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